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Proposal
Introduction
Digithoth is a payment solution for
the 143 billion dollar book industry
which occupies readers, writers, book
vendors and publishers. It will
bridge the gap between the old
methods of payments and connect all
the buyers and sellers virtually on a
joint platform in form of a digital
archive encircling small business
owners, book vendors to large
publishing houses where they can
easily transact their businesses as
well as contribute securely through the blockchain.

Problems
The industry have some consistent problems in common i.e. privacy invasion,
anonymity, mode of payment and content distribution etc.
 The publishers keep a large
chunk of the revenue that is
being generated from sales and
the author merely receives about
6 to 10 % of the net amount.
 All types of conventional
payment methods require full
personal details which means
over-billing and loss of
personal information is at
stake.
 With the passage of time it has
become rather impossible to
preserve and save the original
and extremely rare manuscripts.
Due to human race’s negligence,
volatile nature & prejudices several pieces of knowledge have been lost
to time.
 Readers are deprived of thousands of ideas and thoughts which are still
out there ready to be shared given the right platform.
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Stats
Publishing Perspectives reports today on a new global book market study
project, BookMap, which estimates the global book markets to be valued at
$143 billion.

Solution







DIGITHOTH aims to develop not only a payment solution but an open
source digital archive.
The writers (especially the new
ONES) can upload their work and
float their ideas to the readers at
large without going through the
stringent policies of the publishing
houses.
The architecture which depends upon
the Blockchain technology carries a
huge advantage for the any sector of
any industry.
Once more and more companies join
DIGITHOTH, the use of DIGITHOTH in the industry will eliminate large
transaction costs, because all transactions will eventually be made
through one united currency.
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Legal
Security RISKS
Through Blockchain data of transactions is stored across vast networks of
computers that constantly check and verify information with each other. The
Blockchain system is near-unbreachable even to the sharpest of cyber-minds.

Anonimity
Due to the Ethereum based Blockchain
platform, digital currency
transactions will allow high
anonymity.

Legality
Switzerland is a haven for any ICO
around the world offering a set of
fair rules and regulations which help
an ICO reach towards its full
potential. That’s why for DIGITHOTH
team it was necessary to start an ICO
from where the legal implications
were favorable as well as legitimate.

AML/KYC
Due to every ICO becoming a scam nowadays DIGITHOTH token aims to follow the
rules and regulations set up by FINMA(Swiss Financial Market Regulating
Authority) and obeys AML/KYC policy in such a way that the least amount of
personal DATA is required and keeps the user anonymous.
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Plan Of Action
Website
DIGITHOTH website is already LIVE and working with constant bug fixing from
our team to make sure it never shuts down and serve as many as it can.

Code
The official DIGITHOTH Token code is available on GITHUB and is being
verified and audited by
different programmers and
blockchain developers around
the globe.

Digital Archive
Digital archive will be
developed by DIGITHOTH which
will be maintained by AI. This
Digital Archive will be the
first of its kind which aims to
become not only a platform for
writers but for all the sectors
of the industry.

AI
State-of-the-Art Artificial intelligence will be used in many processes such
as Digitization and translation of books, avoid duplication of content and
management of the complete open-source decentralized database.
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Marketing
Twitter
https://twitter.com/digital_thoth

Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/user/digithoth

Medium
https://medium.com/@digithoth666

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/Digithoth1858794887466446/

BitcoinTalk
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=2087431

Telegram
https://t.me/digithoth

Benefits
For General Public
DIGITHOTH’s main aim is to provide
access to knowledge while
maintaining anonymity and security
through blockchain for people at
large.

Adoption
As more and more people join the
cause for decentralized knowledge
the demand will be automatically
raised which will increase the
price and adoption of our Token.

Awareness
The introduction of blockchain technology in the daily life is necessary due
to exploitation of privacy. DIGITHOTH will also host an awareness campaign
throughout the book industry.
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Knowledge Ecosystem
The ultimate objective of DIGITHOTH
is to eliminate cultural barriers
and establish a swift medium
through which knowledge of all
sorts and genres can be obtained
without any hassle thus making a
perfect ecosystem.

For Writers and Freelancers
Any kind of content can be bought
or sold on the digital archive
which will be readily available and
secure through the process of blockchain and escrow.

Content Ownership
Any new content writer will be provided full authority and control over his
content and will be free of creativity theft. Which will in turn promote more
creativity and liberate the
idea.

For Business
For publishers, website owners
and venture capitalist/angel
investors which will be
holding DIGITHOTH Token will
be see a commulative price
appreciation of 1% reflected
after each phase of Token
Sale.

Financial Independence
Book industry will have its
own currency for every small
and large transaction on a global scale. This mode of payment will be swissregulated secure, anonymous, efficient and low-cost thus eliminating the
dependence on banks.

Money Channelization
DIGITHOTH will allow secure conversion of fiat currency to crypto-currency
via credible exchanges throughout the world. Furthermore the DGT token will
be allowed to trade against any other ERC-20 Token of certain value listed on
the Ethereum Blockchain Network.
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